MSTP Annual Retreat Schedule
September 9 - 10, 2011
George Williams College in Williams Bay, WI

Friday, September 9, 2011

Afternoon: Arrive at George Williams College and check in.
6:00 – 6:15 Icebreaker (Beasley Campus Center)
6:15 – 7:00 Dinner (Beasley Campus Center)
7:00 – 8:00 Retreat Welcome and overview
  7:00 – 7:15 Aadhavi and Farsh Welcome / Preview
  7:15 – 8:00 Deane: State of the Program Speech
          Anna: Future of the Program Speech
8:00 – 9:00 Committee Meetings – brainstorms for the program
          (Discussion on seminar attendance)

Saturday, September 10, 2011

8:00 – 9:30 Breakfast – check out before breakfast is over
9:30 – 10:00 Brad: What can ICTR do for you and what can you do for ICTR?
10:00 – 10:30 Rob: Clinical training in grad school
10:30 – 11:00 Meetings by year
          Paul/Aadhavi/Farsh – 1st years
          Rob – 2nd years
          Deane – Grad 1
          Anna / Brad – Grad 2-4 and M3/4
11:00 – 11:30 Meetings by research interest
11:30 Wrap up and depart for Madison